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ABSTRACT
Garbage Collection (GC) has been a critical optimization tar-
get for improving the performance of flash-based Solid State
Drives (SSDs); the long-lasting GC process occupies the flash
resources, thereby blocking normal I/O requests and increas-
ing response times. This is a well-documented problem, and a
wide range of prior works successfully hide the negative im-
pact of GC on the I/O response times. In this paper, however,
we unveil another serious side-effect of GC, called the plane
under-utilization problem. More specifically, while a plane is
busy doing GC, the other plane(s) in the same die remain idle,
as all the planes in a die share a single command and address
path that is dedicated to the GC. We also note that most of the
state-of-the-art proposals attacking the GC impact on I/O re-
sponse times are not able to resolve the plane under-utilization
problem, and in turn, miss a great potential to further improve
the SSD performance. Thus, we next propose a scheduling tech-
nique, I/O-parallelized GC, which leverages the idle planes
during GC to serve the blocked I/O requests. As a result, flash
resources (planes) can be active during the most of GC time
and the blocked I/O requests can get serviced quickly, and in
turn, an improved SSD performance can be achieved. Using
simulation-based evaluations over a wide variety of workloads,
we show that the proposed I/O-parallelized GC scheme can
improve the response times of the GC-affected I/O requests by
83% (reads) and 70% (writes), by increasing the average plane
utilization from the (two planes-per-die) baseline 50% to 74.4%
during GC. The I/O-parallelized GC is orthogonal to prior
proposals that hide GC overheads; so, they can be combined
for further SSD performance improvement.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The performance of storage is crucial for many parallel and
distributed computing systems. Solid State Drives (SSDs) have
emerged as a popular choice for various computing environ-
ments where ultra-fast storage performance is required. De-
spite their overall low response times against spinning disks,
SSDs employed in enterprise and high-performance comput-
ing systems do not usually deliver uniform performance, ul-
timately degrading user experience and impacting revenues
negatively. In other words, the response times of a considerable
fraction of I/O requests reach up to tens of milliseconds [9],
and this is referred to as the “tail latency” problem [15, 27].
Among various sources of this performance degradation in
an SSD, garbage collection (GC) is the primary contributor.
Specifically, as GC operations have the highest priority and
take long times, they block the service of normal I/O requests
until they complete; thus, they can significantly increase the
I/O response times.

This well-known problem has been investigated in the past
decade, and a wide range of prior proposals attacked the neg-
ative impact of GC on I/O response times. For example, a
representative solution [21] makes the long-lasting GC pro-
cess preemptible; when I/O requests are submitted during
GC, the ongoing GC is paused, then the I/O requests get ser-
viced, after which the GC is resumed. Doing so prevents I/O
requests from waiting for GC execution to finish (and in turn,
their response times from increasing). Recently, a state-of-the-
art proposal [32] shows that it can almost-perfectly eliminate
the tail latencies by keeping multiple same data in different
locations and by reading a replica from a GC-free location.

In this paper, however, we unveil another negative impact of
GC: flash resources are severely under-utilized during GC. In
fact, most today’s commercially available flash chips provide
high levels of intra-chip parallelism – there are multiple dies in
a chip with multiple planes in each die. Dies are independent
units, and die-level parallelism is less affected by GC (i.e., while
one die is involved in GC, other dies can service I/O requests
destined to them). However, the case is opposite for plane-level
parallelism. Due to the architectural constraints1 of flash chip,
if one of the planes in a die is busy with GC, other planes in
the same die remain idle. We call this plane under-utilization
during GC. To the best of our knowledge, this plane under-
utilization problem is not revealed and resolved in any of the
prior works. According to our investigation, prior proposals

1Planes in a die share a single command register and address register.
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(including the state-of-the-art [32]) attempting to avoid/hide
the negative impact of GC on I/O response times still have
the plane under-utilization problem (a detailed discussion
can be found in Section 3.3). So, most of the prior GC-centric
works miss a potential to further improve the SSD performance
by taking advantage of the under-utilized resources (i.e., idle
planes) during GC.

Motivated by such under-utilized planes during GC, we pro-
pose a novel I/O scheduling scheme, called I/O-parallelized
GC, to improve the low flash resource utilization caused by
GC. Our strategy is to parallelize I/O requests with GC oper-
ations by using the under-utilized planes. Unfortunately, not
all I/O requests can be parallelized with GC operations. That
is, due to circuit-level limitations, multiple planes in a die can
be simultaneously activated, if and only if the target requests
have the same command type (read or write) and their address
offsets are same. In fact, the current flash devices provide an
advanced operation form (called multi-plane command) to
make parallel accesses to two or more planes at the same time,
which can be constructed only when certain command and ad-
dress constraints (explained shortly) are satisfied. Accordingly,
our proposed I/O-parallelized GC explores the potential of
parallelizing (or building multi-plane commands based on)
normal I/O requests (i.e., ones from the host) with GC reads or
writes (i.e., page migrations). At a given time during a GC exe-
cution, if there is a read (or write) request waiting at the flash
chip’s queue and is mapped to a die that is currently executing
GC, it can be combined with one of GC reads (or writes), if
their operation types and address offsets are identical.

Clearly, the efficiency of our proposed scheme depends on
the appearance frequency of the normal I/O requests whose
address offsets are identical to those of GC reads and writes –
that would be quite random and application dependent. With
the goal of enhancing the efficiency of the proposed scheme,
we introduce two design modifications in the FTL algorithm
and implementation. First, we propose to have two active
blocks per plane (instead of one active block in the baseline).
While the first active block works the same as the baseline,
the second active block helps us keep every GC write aligned
with an I/O write request in the queue. Second, for a GC
victim block, we propose to select a block whose valid page
pattern can generate the most page offset matches with read
I/O requests in the queue (instead of the block the baseline
FTL algorithm selects). By doing so, our proposed scheme is
able to find more opportunities to parallelize I/O requests and
GC operations.

We make the following main contributions in this paper:
• We reveal the plane under-utilization problem – while a

plane is busy doing GC, the other planes in the same die
remain idle, which has received little attention until now.
We also notice that none of the prior GC-related proposals
addresses this problem.
• Our proposed I/O-parallelized GC scheme can improve

plane utilization during GC by exploiting plane-level paral-
lelism. Our strategy is to build a series of multi-plane read
(or write) commands, each of which is formed based on a
GC read (write) and an I/O read (write).

• We propose to modify the underlying GC victim block se-
lection algorithm and the active block management strategy
in conventional FTLs, in order to substantially boost the
delivered plane-level parallelism by our scheme.
• With all these enhancements, our I/O-parallelized GC scheme

gives an overall plane-level utilization of 74%, compared to
50% of the default GC, in a configuration with 2 planes per
die. Examining a 1TB SSD with 16 MLC flash chips, this
increase in plane utilization leads to an improvement of 83%
and 70% (over the baseline SSD) in response times of read
and write I/O requests, respectively, that are affected by GC.
This in turn results in an average improvement of 14.7% in
total SSD service time.

2 PRELIMINARIES
2.1 SSD Internals
Figure 1a shows the internal architecture of a modern SSD
composed of four main components:
•Host interface (HI). HI is the unit responsible for scheduling
and performing I/O requests and data transfers between the
host computer and the SSD.
• Flash memory chips. SSDs employ a number of flash mem-
ory chips as their storage medium. Detailed description of the
internal organization of a flash chip is given below.
• Flash translation layer (FTL). This is a software layer which
is responsible for mapping I/O requests onto flash chips and
handling the basic flash functionalities like Garbage Collection
(GC). To run FTL, SSDs employ a processor equipped with
an SDRAM cache. We explain GC, which is the focus of our
optimization, below. Details of the other FTL functionalities
can be found in [8, 29, 30].
•Memory channels (buses). The flash chips are connected to
the processor and cache through multiple buses. By employing
multiple buses and flash chips, SSDs provide coarse-grain
(inter-chip) parallelism.

2.2 Flash Chip Organization
As shown in Figure 1b, each flash chip is composed of multiple
dies with two or four planes in a die. There are thousands of
blocks in a plane and hundreds of pages in a block. A block is
the unit of erase whereas a page is the unit of read and write
operations and has a typical size of 4KB to 16KB in today’s
flash chips. As (1) each page write has to be preceded with
an erase operation and (2) units of write and erase operations
are different, flash memory employs an out-of-place update
policy – that is, the update data is written into a clean page
and the old page data is invalidated. Note also that there is
an asymmetry in latencies of flash operations, i.e., a write is
slower than a read, and an erase is slower than a write.

For each plane, the FTL keeps one active block into which
new data is written. In order to avoid cell-to-cell interference
between pages, the writes in an active block must be done in
a sequential order (first write to Page 1, second write to Page
2, and so on) [6]. Once clean pages run out in the active block,
FTL selects a clean (erased) block as the new active block. The
current clean page (where a new write get serviced) in the
active block is called the active page.
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Figure 1: (a) SSD internals and (b) flash organization.

2.2.1 GC Process. When the number of clean blocks in an
SSD becomes lower than a threshold, called the overprovi-
sioning threshold, FTL invokes a GC process through which a
number of blocks are erased (and added to clean block pool).
A GC operation has three phases: (i) a Victim-Select algorithm
identifies one or more (used) blocks as victim blocks; (ii) the
valid pages in victim block(s) are moved to clean pages; and
(iii) the victim block(s) are erased. GC generally takes a long
time since it moves (reads and writes) all valid pages of the vic-
tim blocks. To keep this cost low, the Victim-Select algorithm
may prefer to choose blocks with the least number of valid
pages (i.e., GREEDY algorithm [5, 10, 13]). We use GREEDY
as our baseline Victim-Select algorithm in this paper.

We remark on some important properties of GC. First, since
an SSD always needs to guarantee a predetermined amount
of free space for correct operation, GC has the highest priority,
and, when invoked, it blocks the service of normal I/O opera-
tions. Second, GC can be a “global” or a “local” process. In a
global GC, valid pages in victim blocks are allowed to move
to blocks in different chips/dies/planes. In a local GC, on the
other hand, the source and destination blocks are in the same
plane. Our proposed mechanism is general and applicable to
both global and local GCs. However, in order to simplify our
description, we first assume a local GC, and later discuss how
our proposal can work with a global GC.

2.2.2 Intra-chip Parallelism. A modern flash chip has a
highly-parallelized internal architecture. There are two types
of parallelism provided inside a flash chip:
• Die-level parallelism. Each die has its own address, com-
mand and data registers, which enables dies operate indepen-
dently. Indeed, dies of a chip only share the chip’s internal bus
to communicate with outside. There is a die interleaving com-
mand in modern flash memories which enables multiple dies
at the same time. Note that, as each die has its own command
and address registers, die interleaving commands do not have
any (command) type or address restrictions.
• Plane-level parallelism. Within a die, all planes share the
same address and command registers, but each plane has its
own data register (and cache register [23]). This organization
imposes two restrictions on parallelizing operations over multi-
ple planes of the same die, which are realized by a multi-plane
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Figure 2: Simplified timing diagram of two-plane read (a)
and two-plane write (b) operations. The exact format can
vary depending on device specifications.

advanced command [11]. The restrictions are of two types:
(i) command type restriction. Operations on multiple planes
have to be of the same type, i.e., read or write; and (ii) address
restriction. The multi-plane commands must have the same
address offsets, i.e., the page numbers in the target blocks have
to be identical, while the block numbers do not matter. Fig-
ure 2 shows the timing diagrams of a two-plane read and a
two-plane write. A two-plane read is composed of three steps:
(i) the controller sends the multi-plane command, followed by
addresses for Plane 1 and Plane 2 ; the block numbers can be
different, but the page offsets must be identical. (ii) the read
command fetches data from both the planes in parallel and
stores them in their data registers; and finally, (iii) the data in
both the data registers are transferred out of chip one by one.
Similarly, the two-plane write begins by sending the command
and addresses, followed by serially transferring the data to
each plane (to be stored in the data registers). Lastly, the data
loaded into the data registers are written into the active pages
of the planes in parallel.

Some recent works [1, 7, 14, 31] exploited the potential of
advanced commands (multi-plane and die-interleaving) and
proposed schedulers that aim to boost intra-chip parallelism by
serving multiple I/O requests in a chip at the same time. In this
work, on the other hand, we exploit the intra-chip parallelism
opportunities (particularly, plane-level parallelism) and multi-
plane commands, in order to serve normal read and write I/O
operations (sent by the host computer) in parallel with reads
and writes of GC – doing so can significantly improve the flash
resource utilization during GC and reduce the response times
of I/O requests that get stalled by GC.

3 OUR MOTIVATION: FLASH PLANE
UNDER-UTILIZATION DURING GC

In this section, we first revisit the well-known problem of
increasing I/O response times due to the long-lasting GC pro-
cess. We then explain a resource waste problem that occurs
during the GC, called plane under-utilization problem. Finally,
we discuss that state-of-the-art techniques attacking the GC-
induced long I/O response times still suffer from the plane
under-utilization problem.

3.1 Impact of GC on I/O Response Time
The time-consuming GC invocation prevents I/O requests
from being processed until it finishes, and this significantly
increases read and write I/O response times. Prior works have
extensively studied the performance impact of GC on SSDs [18,
28], and demonstrated that GC causes sudden increases in
write traffic to flash substrate (named as write cliff ). The write
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(a) mds_0 Write I/O (b) mds_0 Read I/O (c) proj_0 Write I/O (d) proj_0 Read I/O
Figure 3: The 95th percentile CDFs of write and read I/O response times for two of our workloads. Each graph compares two
systems: (1) Normal-GC, the baseline SSD that executes GC when required, and (2) Ideal-No-GC, an SSD that is assumed to
execute GC with zero latency overhead. This analysis confirms that GC is the main source of generating the tail latencies.

cliff is the primary reason for increasing I/O request response
time by tens to hundreds times. This performance problem
caused by GC is also referred to as the “tail latency” problem,
since response times of a considerable fraction of I/O requests
reach up to tens of milliseconds [9].

To quantify the impact of GC on I/O response times and to
observe the tail latency problem, we conducted a simulation-
based experiment and measured I/O response times for two
different scenarios. In the first scenario, GC executes normally
and its latency overheads (read, write, and erase latencies)
are accurately modeled. In the second scenario, the function-
ality of GC (i.e., generating free space) is modeled; however,
we assume that GC has no latency overhead (i.e., its execu-
tion latency is set to zero). Figure 3 shows the 95th percentile
cumulative distribution function (CDF) of response time of
(read and write) I/O requests in two representative workloads
(mds_0 and proj_0) for the two scenarios; Scenarios 1 and 2 are
labeled as “Normal-GC” and “Ideal-No-GC”, respectively. Note
that we used the SSD simulation settings given in Section 5.

We make the following observations from these plots:
• For the two workloads tested, we can observe that SSD suffers
from the tail latency problem; see I/O response times of the
baseline system, “Normal-GC”, for each workload – that would
be in range of hundreds of milliseconds for write response
times, and tens of milliseconds for read response times.
• GC is the main contributor to significantly increase the write
I/O response times. We can see that there are outstanding
gaps between the baseline system (“Normal-GC”) and the ideal
system (“Ideal-No-GC”). By assuming zero GC overhead, more
than 95% of the write I/Os get serviced in less than 25ms.
• The significant increase in read I/O response times also orig-
inates from the GC – there is a remarkable gap between Ideal-
No-GC and Normal-GC. Particularly, for mds_0, a considerable
amount of read I/Os are disturbed by the GC.

3.2 Impact of GC on Plane Utilization
In addition to this well-known GC problem (i.e., the signif-
icant increase in I/O response times) demonstrated above,
we identify another critical impact of GC; that is, the flash re-
source is severely under-utilized during GC. More specifically,
during GC, the FTL scheduler reads the valid pages of the
GC-victim block (source block) and writes them in the active
block. This series of data movements always makes one plane
busy with GC sub-operations (reads and writes) and leaves all

other planes in the same die idle. In fact, as all planes in a die
share the same (single) address and command registers, GC
sub-operations prevent I/O requests in the queue from being
served in any other plane. We refer to this characteristic as the
plane underutilization problem during GC. Assuming that each
die has two (or four) planes, the plane-level utilization is 50%
(or 25%) during GC in conventional FTLs.

Figure 5a illustrates this problem through an example sce-
nario. Without loss of generality, we make three assumptions
in this example: (i) the flash chip has a single die with two
planes; (ii) the read and write operations take 1 and 2 cycles,
respectively; and (iii) the GC source (victim) and destination
blocks belong to the same plane (Blocks 2 and 7 of Plane 0
are the GC source and destination, respectively). Figure 5a
also shows the request queue status at “Time 0”: there are 2
requests mapped to Plane 0 (one read “K” and one write “N”)
and 6 requests mapped to Plane 1 (four reads “I”, “M”, “O”,
and “P”, and two writes “J” and “L”). Here, A to H are GC op-
erations, I to P are normal I/O requests, (R) and (W) indicate
reads and writes requests, P0 and P1 are target plane numbers,
B 1 to B 9 are target block numbers, and P 1 to P 18 are tar-
get page numbers. At “Time 0”, Plane 0 enters the GC mode
and the valid pages in its Block 2 (i.e., Pages 3, 7, 9, 15, . . . )
are moved to Block 7, one by one. We can see that, with the
baseline I/O scheduler (the current practice), Plane 1 is com-
pletely “idle” (underutilized) during GC on Plane 0. When GC
finishes (“Time 50”), the controller resumes servicing normal
I/O requests in a FCFS fashion. This example demonstrates
that, during GC (“Time 0” to “Time 50”), plane-level utilization
is limited to 50%. This example also shows that GC increases
the response times of the requests in two different ways:
• Response times of requests mapped to Plane 0 (i.e., requests
“K” and “N”) increase due to the plane conflict with GC. These
two requests cannot be served before “Time 50”, because the
GC is given the highest priority by the scheduler.
• Response times of requests mapped to Plane 1 (i.e., requests
“I”, “J”, “L”, “M”, “O”, and “P”) increase because the single
control path (the address and command registers which are
shared among all planes) is dedicated to the GC operations
in Plane 0. Even though Plane 1 is idle during the entire GC
execution, these requests cannot get serviced before “Time 50”.

We are interested in the I/O requests in the second category;
they are stalled without getting any service, even though their
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(a) PGC of ISPASS’11 [21] (b) SSDsim of ICS’11 [14] (c) HIOS of ISCA’14 [16] (d) TTFlash of FAST’17 [32]

Figure 4: Representative state-of-the-art proposals that successfully hide the GC impact on I/O response times fail to resolve
the plane under-utilization problem during GC – while a plane (P0) is busy with GC, the other plane (P1) still remains idle.
All these proposals miss a potential to further improve the SSD performance by leverging the idle plane during GC.

target plane remains idle during the GC. Since GC generally
takes a long time, letting the plane being idle during GC trans-
lates into a significant resource waste. This problem gets worse
in cases where a die consists of four planes; while one plane
is involved in GC, all the other three planes stay idle. If the
under-utilized plane(s) could serve the waiting I/O requests
regardless of the GC execution in the same die, it would be a
great opportunity to improve the I/O response times and the
flash resource utilization. To the best of our knowledge, the
plane under-utilization problem has not been investigated yet,
and there has been no study to take advantage of the under-
utilized planes during GC for improving the SSD performance.

3.3 Limitations of State-of-the-art Proposals
There have been a wide range of proposals to hide GC over-
heads, with the goal of minimizing its impact on the I/O re-
sponse times. Even though most of the prior works are quite
effective in suppressing the increase in I/O response times
due to the GC, none of them pays attention to the plane under-
utilization problem or makes use of the idle resources (i.e.,
planes) to further improve the SSD performance. To see how
they prevent the I/O response time from increasing but fail to
address the plane under-utilization problem, we revisit four
representative state-of-the-art proposals:
• Preemptive GC (PGC in ISPASS’11 [21]): Figure 4a illustrates
that PGC avoids the impact of GC on I/O response times by
allowing an I/O request to preempt ongoing GC process. That
is, given a read request, 1 the GC in progress is suspended
first, 2 the read request get serviced next, and then 3 the
pending GC is resumed. Even though doing so successfully
prevents the read request from increasing due to the GC, one
can see that the other plane (P 1 ) still suffers from the under-
utilization problem, while a plane (P 0 ) is doing GC.
•Dynamic allocation (SSDsim in ICS’11 [14]): Figure 4b shows
that SSDsim hides GC overhead by redirecting write I/O re-
quests to one of other GC-free dies, based on a dynamic ad-
dress allocation. Specifically, given a write request destined to
a plane (P 0 ) of a die (D 0 ) where GC is ongoing, it can get
serviced by another GC-free die (D 1 ) without waiting for the
GC execution to finish. Although doing so helps write I/O
requests evade the increase in their response times, one can
notice that the other plane of the die performing GC (P 1 of
D 0 ) still remains idle.
• GC distribution (HIOS in ISCA’14 [16]): Figure 4c depicts
that HIOS minimizes the GC-induced delay by segmenting GC
overheads and distributing them over multiple I/O requests.

To be specific, observing that a typical I/O request has a slack
to its deadline, the entire GC operations (reads and writes) are
divided into multiple chunks and each of them is processed
using the slack of each I/O request. In this way, all I/O requests
can be completed within their deadlines in the plane doing
GC (P 0 ); however, one can find that the other plane (P 1 ) is
still under-utilized during each chunk of the GC.
• Exploiting redundancy (TTFlash in FAST’17 [32]): Figure 4d
describes that TTFlash successfully resolves the tail latency
problem caused by GC by maintaining multiple copies of data
in different places and reading the replica from a GC-free die.
Since the same data are maintained in multiple dies (both
D 0 and D 1 ), given a read request, it can get serviced from
a GC-free die (D 1 ), instead of the original target die that is
busy doing GC (D 0 ). However, one can see that the other
plane (P 1 ) still remains idle while a plane is performing GC
(P 0 ). It is also to be noted that TTFlash assumes a single-plane
die configuration where the plane under-utilization problem
cannot be observed.

Above state-of-the-art proposals are quite effective in hiding
the negative impact of GC on I/O response times; however,
none of them can address the plane under-utilization problem.
This implies that they miss the potential of further improving
the SSD performance by wasting a lot of flash resources during
GC. We want to highlight that our proposal (explained in the
next section) is orthogonal to such state-of-the-art techniques;
consequently, it can be combined with them to further improve
the SSD performance by taking advantage of the under-utilized
plane during GC.

4 OUR PROPOSAL: I/O-PARALLELIZED GC
4.1 Basic Mechanism
Parallelizing I/O with GC – The principle behind our pro-
posed scheme is to build “multi-plane commands” by asso-
ciating normal I/O requests (waiting in the queue) with GC
sub-operations and thus utilize the idle plane(s) during GC.
Figure 5b depicts how our new scheduler serves some normal
I/O requests during GC. For example, at “Time 3”, we can
make a two-plane read command by associating the read of
“Page 7” from “Block 2” on Plane 0 (“C” as a part of GC) and
the read of “Page 7” from “Block 3” of Plane 1 (request “I”).
Reading these two pages completely satisfies the constraints
for the multi-plane read command, i.e., the same operation
type and same page offset (note that the block numbers can be
different). In this fashion, the scheduler can increase the plane-
level parallelism in a die that is busy with GC. Furthermore,
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(a) Baseline I/O scheduler (Section 3.2); the GC-free plane (Plane 1)
in the same die is under-utilized during GC on Plane 0.
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(b) I/O-parallelized GC scheduler with an enhancement for more
multi-plane writes (Section 4.2); employing a new active block,
Block 5, (instead of the current active block, Block 9) in Plane 1 can
synchronize its write point with that of Block 7 in Plane 0.
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(c) I/O-parallelized GC scheduler with an enhancement for more
multi-plane reads (Section 4.3); our victim selection algorithm picks
another block, Block 6, (instead of the original victim block, Block
2) in Plane 0, which increases the utilization of Plane 1.

Figure 5: An example scenario illustrating the plane under-
utilization problem (a), and details of our proposed mecha-
nisms (b) and (c).
this GC-I/O parallelization does not hurt GC execution time,
since (i) multi-plane read latency is similar to single plane
read latency, and (ii) transferring GC data in/out of the chip
is prioritized over the normal I/O requests.

Design details – When GC is invoked in a conventional
FTL, the baseline I/O scheduler stalls all I/O requests in the
queue and serves the GC sub-operations. As described in Al-
gorithm 1, once a GC source (victim) block is selected, each
valid page in it is read and written to the active page of the GC
destination (target) block. Note that the series of these GC read
and write requests are all normal single read or write requests.
On the other hand, our I/O-parallelized GC simultaneously
schedules I/O requests in the queue and GC sub-operations,
if doing so is possible. Algorithm 2 describes how our pro-
posed scheduler combines a GC read (write) with an I/O read
(write) request. When each valid page is read from the GC
source block, our proposed scheduler scans the I/O requests
(specifically, read requests only) waiting in the queue, and it
finds an I/O read request whose page offset matches with the
page offset of the valid page. Once such an I/O read is found
in the queue, it can be combined with the GC read, which

Algorithm 1: Conventional GC algorithm; each valid page
in the source block is read and written to the destination
block.

Input: GC source block (Blk)
Output: A series GC copy (read and write) operations
for V ←each valid page in Blk do

issue a single read (V); // normal GC read

issue a single write (V); // normal GC write

end

Figure 6: In a two-plane die configuration, the active page
offset (i) of the GC-busy plane and that (j) of the GC-free
plane have three possible scenarios; multi-plane writes are
generated (a) from the beginning or (b) after a few issuing
single GC writes, while (c) it is not likely to parallelize GC
writes and I/O writes.
together generates a “multi-plane read”. Otherwise, the valid
page is read using a single read, as the conventional GC does.
When the valid page is written into the destination block, the
proposed scheduler checks the page offsets of the active pages
in all planes, regardless of the page offsets of the GC valid
pages or waiting I/O requests. More specifically, if the active
page of the destination block (i.e., the active block of GC-busy
plane) has the same offset with the active page of the active
block in the paired (busy-free) plane, the GC write can be com-
bined with an I/O write (specifically, the first write request)
waiting in the queue, which together generates a “multi-plane
write”. Otherwise, the GC write uses a single write, as the
conventional GC does. This process is repeated until all valid
pages in the GC source block are moved.

Since a page write is served with the active page of the
active block in the target plane, whether one can generate a
multi-plane write or not is determined by the page offsets of
the active pages in the paired planes. Figure 6 illustrates three
possible scenarios of active pages in a two-plane die that is busy
doing GC. The first scenario (Figure 6a) is that the active pages
have the same offset in both the planes (i.e., i = j). Note that the
active block numbers do not matter in generating multi-plane
commands. In this scenario, each GC write can be combined
with an I/O write in the queue, thereby forming a multi-plane
write, until all valid pages are moved (i.e., GC finishes) or all
I/O writes in the queue get serviced, whichever comes first.
In the second scenario (Figure 6b), the active page offset of the
GC-free plane is larger than that of the GC-busy plane (i.e.,
i < j). Hence, the GC writes cannot be combined with the I/O
writes from the beginning; instead, the GC writes are served
in the form of a single normal write one by one. However,
after consuming a few active pages in the GC-busy plane, the
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Algorithm 2: I/O-parallelized GC algorithm; for each page
copy, it tries to find read and write I/Os from the queue,
which can be parallelized with the GC reads and writes.

Input: GC source block (Blk), I/O queue (Q), active page of GC-busy plane
(i), active page of GC-free plane ( j)

// when active page is written, it is incremented by one

automatically; i = i+1 and j = j+1
Output: A series GC copy (read and write) operations
for V ←each valid page in Blk do

v← page offset of V ;
for R← each read request in Q do

r← page offset of R;
if v == r then // I/O-parallelized GC read

issue a multi-plane read (V, R);
moved←1;
break;

end
if moved , 1 then // normal GC read

issue a single read (V);

if i == j then // I/O-parallelized GC write
W ← fetch the first write request in Q;
issue a multi-plane write (V, W) ;

else // normal GC write

issue a single write (V) ;
end

active page offsets can be the same in both the planes; now, the
remaining GC writes and the I/O writes can form multi-plane
writes, as in the first scenario. The last scenario (Figure 6c)
shows that the active page offset of the GC-busy plane is larger
than that of the GC-free plane (i.e., i > j). Unfortunately, in
this case, multi-plane writes cannot be generated, as the active
page offset of the GC-busy plane continues to increase, while
the active page offset of the GC-free plane remains unchanged.

Timing overhead – Compared to the baseline scheduler
(Algorithm 1), our proposed scheduler (Algorithm 2) can bring
a timing overhead in examining a page read and/or write from
each valid page movement can be parallelized with an I/O
read and/or write. When a valid page is read, we need to scan
the I/O queue to find a read request that can be parallelized
with the page read. This process of scanning I/O queue is not
a big burden, since (according to our analysis) the maximum
number of I/O reads waiting at the queue is typically between
10 and 20. Assuming that the scheduler (as part of FTL) is
executed using a high-speed ARM’s Cortex processor in an
SSD, the I/O queue scanning process takes at most hundreds of
nanoseconds, which is much smaller than a flash read latency
(115 microseconds in our experimental setup). When the valid
page is written, scanning the I/O queue is not required; since
FTL is always aware of the active block/page number (or offset)
of each plane, deciding whether to construct a multi-plane
write results in a negligible overhead.

Limitations – Although this scheme seems to be efficient
at first glance, we do not expect it to help substantially boost
plane parallelism. The reason is that it is very challenging to
find a sufficient number of normal I/O requests (in the queue)
for parallelizing with all GC operations (or at least a large
number of them). In fact, the challenge is three-fold:
• The page offsets of the GC operations vary significantly, as
the valid page patterns in victim blocks can be different from
one another.
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(a) Assigning a new active block.
(b) Selecting one from sev-
eral GC candidate blocks.

Figure 7: Enhancements to our I/O-parallelized GC to im-
prove plane-level parallelism; (a) for more multi-plane
writes, and (b) for more multi-plane reads.
• The page offsets of the read I/O requests headed to the
planes not involved in GC (Plane 1 in our example of Figure
5a) vary significantly, since read I/O patterns are application-
dependent. This limits chances for building multi-plane reads.
• There is no guarantee that the write point (or page offset) in
the active block of the plane busy with GC is synchronized
with that in the active block of the planes free from GC. This
limits chances for constructing multi-plane writes.

We introduce two simple enhancements to the FTL soft-
ware to substantially boost the chances for generating both the
write and read multi-plane commands, which are discussed
in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, respectively.

4.2 Towards More Multi-Plane Writes
Strategy – The opportunity of building multi-plane writes
from our scheduling scheme is determined by the page offsets
of active pages in the planes, instead of the page offsets of GC
writes and I/O writes. Motivated by this, we propose to (i)
employ one more (new) active block for each plane and (ii)
use the new active block for serving GC or I/O writes during
GC. Doing so can make the write point in the active block of
the GC-busy plane synchronized with that in the active block
of the GC-free planes, since the active page offsets in both
the new active blocks are all zero (we assume the first page
number in a block is zero). Figure 7a illustrates that each of the
planes (the plane busy doing GC and its pair) has a new active
block and the active page offsets of the two planes are the
same (i.e., zero). With this additional active block, GC writes
can be combined with I/O writes from the beginning, until
all valid pages are moved or all I/O writes in the queue get
serviced, whichever comes first. After the GC finishes, each
plane can have two partially-used active blocks; they can be
used to serve future I/O writes until their pages are fully used,
without assigning a new active block.

Example – Using the example scenario we showed before,
Figure 5b describes how employing a new active block in each
plane can increase the chances for constructing multi-plane
writes, and in turn, improve plane utilization. We can easily
synchronize the page offsets (i.e., zero) of two planes for all
writes by assigning a new active block in Plane 1 (“Block 5”).
In this example, the GC destination block (active block) “Block
7” of Plane 0 is assumed to be new and its page offset is zero;
otherwise, we can assign a new active block as we do for Plane
1. As a result, the normal I/O writes “J” and “L” to Plane 1
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Algorithm 3: Our proposed GC victim selection algorithm;
among multiple candidate blocks, this picks the one that
can construct the most multi-plane reads.

Input: GC candidate blocks (Blk[]), the number of GC candidate blocks (Ncandidate),
I/O queue (Q)

Output: GC source block number (i)
for i←1 to Ncandidate do

for V ←each valid page in Blks[i] do
v← page offset of V ;
for R← each “not-used” read request in Q do

r← page offset of R;
if v == r then // I/O-parallelized GC read

Count[i]++;
mark R in Q as “used”;
break;

end
end

end
find the max of Count[i];
return i;

can get serviced in parallel with the GC writes “B” and “D”.
Compared to the baseline (Figure 5a), the utilization of Plane
1 increases as well. Note that the I/O read “I” parallelized
with the GC read “C” has nothing to do with the effort of
generating more multi-plane writes; it is a result of our base
I/O-parallelized GC. When it comes to the end of GC execu-
tion, “Block 7” of Plane 0 and “Blocks 5 and 9” of Plane 1 can
be used for furtur I/O writes, before each plane assigns a new
active block.

Implementation – To maintain one additional active block
for each plane, one extra 4-byte pointer indicating the block
number is added to the FTL. Also, the worst-case fragmenta-
tion cost coming from keeping two active blocks is bounded
by “Number_of_Pages_per_Block - 1”; it is very small, compared
to the total capacity of a plane.

4.3 Towards More Multi-Plane Reads
Strategy – The chance of generating multi-plane reads in the
I/O-parallelized GC is determined by the valid page offsets of
the GC block and the page offsets of I/O reads. Since the valid
page patterns significantly vary across blocks, we propose to
select the best GC victim block among multiple candidates,
instead of an arbitrary block that has the least number of valid
pages. The most appropriate GC victim block indicates the
one whose valid pages can make the most matches of page
offsets with I/O read requests in the queue. One thing to keep
in mind in finding the best victim block is that we are not
allowed to increase the GC cost (i.e., the number of valid page
movements) compared to the baseline – blocks with more valid
pages can increase the opportunities of building multi-plane
reads; however, this also increases the GC overhead we try to
minimize its impact. Thus, when selecting the victim block,
we first choose all the blocks with the least number of valid pages
based on the baseline GREEDY algorithm (as shown in Figure
7b), and then, we pick the one with the maximum number of
valid pages aligned with the normal I/O read requests currently
waiting at the queue. Once GC victim candidate blocks are
selected, Algorithm 3 picks one from them. More specifically,
for each candidate block, it counts the matches of page offsets
by scanning the valid pages in the block and the I/O reads in
the queue. Finally, it returns the block with the highest count,
which leads to the most multi-plane reads.

Example – With the employment of a new active block (dis-
cussed in Section 4.2), Figure 5c illustrates how our victim
selection algorithm can increase the chances for generating
multi-plane reads, and ultimately, improve the plane utiliza-
tion. Instead of the block (“Block 2”) selected by the baseline
victim selection, our proposed victim selection algorithm picks
another block (“Block 6”) as the GC victim in Plane 0, assum-
ing that both “Blocks 2 and 6” have the same number of valid
pages. As a result, more I/O reads (“M”, “O”, and “P”) on
Plane 1 can be parallelized with GC reads (“C”, “E”, and “G”)
on Plane 0; in this scenario, we still parallelize I/O writes “J”
and “L” with GC writes (“B” and “D”) using a new active
block. One can also observe that the increased multi-plane
reads lead to the increase in the utilization of Plane 1, com-
pared to the baseline (Figure 5a) and the enhancement for
multi-plane writes (Figure 5b).

Timing overhead – Our proposed victim block selection
mechanism (Algorithm 3) brings a timing overhead in exam-
ining which block would be the most beneficial among multi-
ple candidates. Specifically, for each candidate block, its valid
page offsets need to be compared with those of I/O reads in
the queue, which is almost the same process as the proposed
scheduler (Algorithm 2) goes through. This is a tolerable de-
lay, since our analysis reveals that the maximum number of
candidate blocks is at most 10; note that we limit this num-
ber by taking only the blocks with the least number of valid
pages across the GC target plane. Executing this algorithm on
top of a modern ARM’s Cortex SSD processor takes at most
a few microseconds, as examining a candidate block takes
around hundreds of nanoseconds. Overall, the incurred tim-
ing overhead is much smaller than a flash read latency (115
microseconds in our evaluation setup); it is worthwhile to bear
as plane parallelism increases with more multi-plane reads.

4.4 Discussion
Combination with other proposals – Our proposed I/O-par
allelized GC with the two enhancements discussed above is
quite effective in hiding the GC impact on I/O response times
by simultaneously processing the majority of I/O requests and
the GC operations. However, in concert with prior proposals
(Section 3.3), our proposal can be expected to perfectly avoid
GC-induced increase in I/O response times as well as increase
the plane utilization. For example, during GC, our proposal
can miss to serve (i) the I/O read whose page offset has no
match with the GC read and (ii) the I/O read whose destina-
tion is the plane which is doing GC. Those I/O requests can
get serviced using the preemptive GC [21]; that is, when such
I/Os are given, the I/O-parallelized GC is paused, and those
get serviced, and then the I/O-parallelized GC is resumed.

Applicability to Global GC – In a global GC, the source
and destination blocks may reside in different chips, dies and
planes. This configuration also has the plane under-utilization
problem. When reading valid pages from a (source) plane
in a certain die of a chip, all the paired planes in the die
of the chip are under-utilized. Again, when the (valid) page
data are written back to a (destination) plane in another die
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Table 1: Configuration of the baseline SSD and flash.
SSD 1TB capacity, PCIe 3.0 4-lane host interface (12GB/s),

sixteen 64GB flash chips [24], 4 channels, 4 flash
chips/channel.

Flash
chip [24]

MLC (2 bits per cell), 4 dies/chip, 2 planes/die, 1048
blocks/plane, 512 pages/block, 16KB page.

Timing
params [24]

115us for page read, 1.6ms for page write, 3ms for block
erase, 166MT/sec data transfer rate of the chip

FTL GREEDY GC [5], wear-aware block selection, multi-
plane read/write support, Priority levels: GC (highest),
reads (second highest), writes (lowest)

of another chip, all their planes in the same die are under-
utilized. In this setup, the under-utilized planes are located
in different dies and chips. Therefore, in a global GC, our
scheme can only parallelize read I/O requests with GC reads
in the source block/plane/die/chip, and it can only paral-
lelize write I/O requests with GC writes in the destination
block/plane/die/chip.

5 EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
Framework: We use Disksim [4] with the Microsoft SSD ex-
tension [3] to evaluate the proposed scheme. This simulator is
widely used in similar studies and provides a highly parame-
terized framework that implements important SSD functions
such as GC, inter-chip parallelism, and intra-chip parallelism.

Baseline Configuration: Table 1 gives the configuration of
our baseline system, which is a 1TB SSD with sixteen 64GB
MLC flash chips, a typical configuration used in high-performa
nce computing and enterprise environments. There are 4 mem-
ory channels with 4 chips connected to each channel. HI is
a PCIe with 12GB/s bandwidth [26] that is high enough for
all workloads we used (so host-to-SSD bus never gets satu-
rated in our settings). We used the timing information and
organization setting of a modern MLC flash chip by Micron
Technology [24]. In this device, there are 4 dies per chip, 2
planes per die, 1024 blocks per plane, and 512 16KB pages per
block. We also assume that the FTL employs a CWDP static
allocation [17] (Channel first, Chip second, Die third, Plane
last). The GC’s victim block selection algorithm is the GREEDY
algorithm, which is wear-aware [5]. Finally, the FTL scheduler
always gives the highest priority to GC; reads have the second
highest priority; and writes have the lowest priority.

Evaluated Systems: We evaluate and compare the results
of the following three systems:
• Baseline: This uses the baseline I/O scheduler and GC se-
lection algorithm. This system stops servicing I/O requests to
either planes of a die, if one of the planes is performing GC.
• GC-PAR: This employs our I/O-parallelized GC; the con-
troller tries to parallelize reads/writes with GC operations as
much as it can. But, it employs the baseline GC victim selection.
•GC-VIC: This system employs our GC-PAR scheduler equipp
ed with our enhanced victim block selection algorithm.

Workloads: Throughout our evaluation, we use the I/O
traces from the MSR Cambridge suite [25]. Among all 36 traces,
we selected 13 traces that are write-intensive. Table 2 gives im-
portant characteristics of our workloads in terms of write-to-
read ratio, average write request size, and ratio of the I/O
requests affected by GC. Note that our scheme only improves
the service time of the requests affected by GC and does not

Table 2: Important characteristics of our workloads.
Name Description Write Write GC- Affected

Ratio (%) Size (KB) I/O Ratio (%)
hm_0 Hardware monitor 64.5 7.4 29.7
prxy_0 Firewall/web proxy 96.9 8.3 41.4
mds_0 Media server 88.1 23.7 47.3
src2_0 Source control 88.7 8.1 45.2
stg_0 Web staging 84.8 24.9 45.9
ts_0 Terminal server 82.4 8.4 37.1
wdev_0 Test web server 79.9 12.6 33.7
rsrch_0 Research projects 90.7 10.9 43.7
prn_0 Print server 89.2 22.8 17.6
proj_0 Project directories 87.5 17.8 13.4
src1_2 Source control 74.6 19.1 15.1
usr_0 User home dir 59.6 40.9 12.1
web_0 Web/SQL server 70.1 29.9 13.3

Figure 8: Distribution of four I/O types: WR-GC-Affected
and RD-GC-Affected are the writes and reads affected by
GC, whereas WR/RD-GC-Not-Affected are the remaining
writes and reads, having no relation to GC.
touch the scheduling of the remaining requests. Figure 8 re-
ports the percentage of four I/O types in our 13 workloads: (i)
reads affected by GC, (ii) writes affected by GC, (iii) reads not
affected by GC, and (iv) writes not affected by GC; 1.4% of all
reads on average and 24.9% of all writes on average have the
potential of getting improved by our scheme.

6 EVALUATION
6.1 GC-Affected Resp. Time Enhancement
Figure 9 plots the read and write response times of the I/O re-
quests affected by GC, optimized by our two proposed schemes,
GC-PAR and GC-VIC. Compared to the baseline, GC-PAR and
GC-VIC improve the read response times, on average, by 71%
and 83%, respectively. For the write response times, both GC-
PAR and GC-VIC bring, on average, 70% enhancement over
the baseline. We make the following important observations:
• Significantly-improved write response times: As a result
of parallelizing I/O requests with GC operations, GC-PAR
significantly reduces the write response times. During GC,
GC-PAR can remove almost all write requests in the queue
and increase the plane utilization (see Section 6.2). In contrast,
GC-VIC does not lead to an additional enhancement for write
I/O, since it is aimed to increase the chances for constructing
multi-plane reads.
• Further improvements brought by GC-VIC in read response
times: GC-PAR could significantly enhance the read response
time as well. Surprisingly, GC-VIC can find more opportunities
for building multi-plane reads, which leads to a further (13%
more) enhancement in the read response time. We observed
that selecting other GC victim blocks (using GC-VIC) could
remove almost all read I/O in the queue.
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Figure 9: Read and write response times (GC-affected I/O only) of GC-PAR and GC-VIC, normalized to the baseline.

Figure 10: Plane utilizations of the baseline, GC-PAR, and GC-VIC in the two planes per die configuration.

(a) mds_0 Write I/O (b) mds_0 Read I/O (c) proj_0 Write I/O (d) proj_0 Read I/O
Figure 11: The CDFs of 95th percentile write and read I/O response times for our two representative workloads.

• Varying effectiveness of GC-VIC: The amount of improve-
ment GC-VIC brings varies across the workloads. Workloads
with high GC-affected write ratio get more benefits from GC-VIC
than the ones with low GC-affected write ratio. This is because
the applications in the former category have a tendency of
generating consecutive GC invocations, which significantly
increases the waiting time of blocked read requests. Accord-
ingly, processing such reads suffering from the long-lasting
stalls (by GC-VIC) is much more beneficial than doing it for
applications with the low GC-affected write ratios.

6.2 Plane Utilization Improvement
Figure 10 compares the plane utilizations of our three evalu-
ated systems. Compared to the baseline, GC-PAR and GC-VIC
improve the plane utilization (on average) by 47.7% and 47.8%,
respectively. The following analysis is worthwhile to note.
• Always 50% in the baseline: Only one plane is involved in
the GC at any given time. The busy plane (involved in GC) can
be any of the two planes; it is in either read or write. Thus, in
a two-plane configuration, the utilization is always 50%.
• Largely-improved utilizations: GC-PAR could make both
the planes busy in most of the GC period by successfully paral-
lelizing the I/O requests in the queue with the GC operations.
The magnitude of utilization improvement is mainly deter-
mined by (i) the number of read and write I/Os in the queue
during GC, (ii) the number of page migrations in GCs, and
(iii) the chances for constructing multi-plane commands based

on I/Os in the queue and GC operations. According to our
analysis, the number of GC page migrations is generally larger
than the number of write I/Os in the queue; as a result, GC-
PAR can process most of the write I/Os concurrently with GC
writes. In case of the read I/Os, GC-PAR is effective to serve
them during GC; more reads could be parallelized by GC-VIC.
• Negligible benefits from GC-VIC: The plane utilizations
of GC-PAR and GC-VIC are almost the same, since the main
contributor to the increase in plane utilization is not (multi-
plane) reads, but writes. Note that the write latency is 10x
longer than the read latency. However, we want to emphasize
that GC-VIC is quite effective in reducing the read response
times, despite its negligible impact on plane utilization.
6.3 GC Impact on Response Times
Figure 11 presents the 95th percentile CDFs of read and write
response times for two representative workloads, presented
in Figure 3 of Section 3.1. For each workload, the CDF of write
response times compares the baseline (Normal-GC), the ideal
(Ideal-No-GC), and GC-PAR systems; but, the CDF of read
response times has one more system (GC-VIC). The closer
the response times of GC-PAR and GC-VIC to those of the
Ideal-No-GC, the less the GC impact on the SSD performance.
Overall, GC-PAR and GC-VIC mostly overlap with Ideal-No-
GC, which indicates that a majority I/O requests stalled during
GC in the baseline system could be parallelized with GC, and
in turn, the performance instability caused by GC is almost
completely eliminated by our schemes.
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Figure 12: Normalized read, write, and total response times (entire I/O) of GC-PAR and GC-VIC to that of the baseline.

Figure 13: The device throughputs achieved by GC-PAR and GC-VIC, normalized to the baseline.

6.4 Overall Response Time Analysis
One might also be interested in the impact of optimizing only
GC-affected reads and writes on the entire I/O response time.
Figure 12 plots the read, write, and total response times (of
both the GC-affected and non GC-affected I/O) achieved by
GC-PAR and GC-VIC, normalized to the baseline. On average,
GC-PAR and GC-VIC improve 36.2% and 42.6% for the read
response times, 50.7% and 50.7% for the write response times,
and 50.1% and 50.3% for the total response times. We point
out two points in this analysis.
• Impact of enhancing a few GC-affected reads: Optimizing
the response times of a small number of GC-affected reads
poses a significant impact on the overall read response time.
This is because a majority of the non-GC-affected reads have
at most hundreds of microseconds, while a few GC-affected
reads take up to tens of milliseconds. As a result, despite their
small fraction, the GC-affected reads are the major contributor
to the overall high read response time.
• Little difference between the writes and total I/Os: One
can also see that the amount of improvement in the total I/O
requests is quite similar to the enhancement in the write I/O
only. This is because the ratio of the GC-affected writes is much
higher than that of the GC-affected reads; hence, even though
there is a significant response time gain in reads, this does not
contribute to the overall I/O response time.
6.5 Throughput Improvement
We now discuss the impact of our schemes on the entire storage
system throughput. Figure 13 plots the throughput improve-
ments achieved by GC-PAR and GC-VIC. Both these schemes
improve throughput by 14.7%, on average, over the baseline.
Considering the fact that our two schemes work only during
GC, the high overall throughput improvement is a remarkable
outcome. In practice, in write-intensive applications, a high-
overhead GC is frequently invoked, once the SSD becomes
dirty, where our schemes could be a promising option. More
specifically, the throughputs of the applications with high GC-
affected write ratios increase over 10% (i.e., 13.4–24.2%) by our
schemes, whereas the achievements remain below 10% (i.e.,
5.1–7.7%) for the applications with low GC-affected ratios.

6.6 Four Plane Configuration Results
Even though our baseline has two planes per die, there are
several flash memories in the market today with an internal
structure of four planes per die [2]. Observing this, we eval-
uated our schemes in a four-plane device as well. In the four
plane configuration, the improvements in the GC-affected I/O
response times by GC-PAR and GC-VIC are similar to (or a lit-
tle higher than) those observed in the two plane configuration
– 75% and 84% for reads; 71% and 71% for writes, respectively.
In fact, there are more chances for constructing multi-plane
commands in the four plane configuration, as three planes out
of four remain idle during GC. However, a further significant
enhancement is hard to expect, since almost all I/O requests in
the queue could get serviced during GC even in the two plane
die. In the baseline, the utilization is always 25% as only one
of the four planes is involved in GC and the remaining three
planes remain idle. Our schemes can increase the utilization
up to (on average) 38.1%; unfortunately, this increased utiliza-
tion is still quite low. This is because the average number of
I/O requests in the queue is relatively small.

7 RELATED WORK
SSD designers have investigated various approaches to relieve
the significant performance degradation brought by GC. Such
efforts can be categorized into three groups:
• Segmenting and distributing GC [16, 19, 20]: Works in this
group (i) segment the whole GC into sub-operations (read,
writes, and erases) and (ii) distribute them across normal I/O
requests. For example, Jung et al. [16] exploit I/O slacks (be-
tween the actual service time and the defined deadline) to
process the distributed sub-GC operations. Even though this
work helps all I/O requests meet their deadlines, the actual
I/O response times increase due to the additional GC burden.
Lee et al. [20] assign higher priority to normal I/O requests
over GC operations; so, when a new I/O request arrives, it
can get serviced first, while the GC is suspended. However,
in enterprise environments where I/O requests are quite in-
tensive and GC invocations are consecutive, such an approach
can quickly fail to secure free spaces for incoming writes.
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• Exploiting chip idleness [22]: Works in this category sched-
ule the I/O requests destined for flash chips where GC is not
invoked first and the ones heading to GC-busy flash later. How-
ever, in a realistic I/O scenario, the number of I/O requests
stalled due to GC is not a few; hence, the overall response times
can remain quite high. Based on dynamic mappings [17], one
might suggest to write data into an idle flash, instead of a fixed
location which is busy for doing GC. However, this strategy
cannot work for reads, since a read needs to access the place
where the data exists.
• Leveraging data redundancy [12, 32]: These works main-
tain multiple copies of data (like RAID), and utilize the one
in a GC-free flash chip among multiple replicas across differ-
ent flash chips. He et al. [12] selectively keeps data based on
their recency and blocking probability, whereas Yan et al. [32]
propose a customized replica layout with a consideration of
resource layout and wear-leveling. Despite their efforts, the
data redundancy can still impose a high overhead on device
capacity, performance, and lifetime.

Even though these works help to alleviate the GC-induced
problems, in all cases, while a plane is involved in GC, the other
planes still remain idle; that is, the plane under-utilization problem
is not addressed in any of these prior works. Our proposal can be
combined with them to further improve the SSD performance.

8 CONCLUSION
The GC is a main contributor to long I/O response times ex-
hibited by state-of-the-art SSDs, which has brought numerous
proposals. Even though all the prior works are quite effective
in hiding the negative impact of GC on I/O response times, we
observe that flash resources (planes) are significantly under-
utilized during GC. Motivated by this, we attempt to use the
under-utilized plane(s) by parallelizing the blocked I/O re-
quests along with GC operations. We also propose novel strate-
gies to increase the chances for maximizing the plane-level
parallelism. Our extensive evaluations using 13 workloads re-
veal that, in a two planes-per-die configuration, the proposed
schemes increase the plane utilization by 47.8%; and conse-
quently, improve the response times of the GC-affected reads
and writes by 83% and 70%, respectively.
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